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Editor
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‘What impact do posters have on academic knowledge transfer? A pilot survey on author attitudes and experiences’

Dear Anastasios,

Thank you for your comments. We have shortened the manuscript as requested. We have made the following alterations to the manuscript;

1. Introduction – shortened paragraph 1, shortened paragraph 4, shortened paragraph 7.
2. Discussion – deleted paragraphs 2 and 3, shortened paragraph 6, shortened paragraph 8, deleted paragraph 9.

We have also modified the manuscript to adhere to the journal’s style.

Please let us know if you require anything further.

Kind Regards,

Nicholas Rowe
Email: nrowe@bournemouth.ac.uk
Bournemouth University,
University Centre, Yeovil,
91 Preston Road, Yeovil,
Somerset BA20 2DN
United Kingdom

Dragan Ilic
Email: dragan.ilic@med.monash.edu.au
Monash Institute of Health Services Research,
Monash Medical Centre
43-51 Kanooka Grove,
Clayton VIC 3168,
Australia